Geology Talk
"Geology and the san FranChien Bay (’ontrtners)" will be
discussed tw Dr. Marvin A.
l.anphere and Dr. 6. Brent
Dalrymple of the F.M. Geological Survey at tonight’s meeting of the 8.18 Geological Society at 7 in 8258.
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Training Session
Discussion groups uitli foreign students will be featured
at tomorrow night’s training
session for foreign student
orientation leaders at 7 p.m.
In cafeteria A and B.
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Dr. Vatcher Succumbs to Brain Injuries
Death Ends Prof’s
Four-Month Fight

Tower List Criticized

Prof Attacks ’List’
Charges ’Fraud’
ing the best courses and pro.
lessors, it is unlrustwortlis and
ha rmf ul."
Broyles cited several objections to the current List:
"The Tower List has ratings on
less than 400 professors out of
about 850. If 15,000 full-time students are supposed to have five
different classes each, then 75,000
ratings should have been filed a
semester, or 150.000 a year. Instead, less than 8,000 cards were
filed."
He stated that the identities,
competence, and motivations of
the raters are not known and "why
Newly elected Student Council shouldn’t each rater sign his name
members will participate in their if Tau Delta Phi holds the cards?"
first meeting today at 2:45 p.m.
NO DIFFERENTIATION
in the College Union, 315 S.
Ninth St.
Broyles objected that there is no
Presiding over council’s first differentiation in the ratings besession will be Jerry Spotter, ASB tween lower division, upper divivice president.
sion and graduate courses.
Agenda items include several
"There is no measure of what
appointments by John Hendricks, the students are required to do or
ASB president and approval of the grade of the student rater and
the present rules of procedure for the grade distribution of the pro(to’ legislative body.
fessor," he pointed out.
Commit tee appointments and
"Ratings could be made by stuelection of chairmen of marten’s dents who had never taken a class
Campus Policy Committee Fi- from the professor rated. Cards
nance Committee will also be on could have been made out for nontap.
academic reasons such as leftist or
to
representatives
Graduate
rightist sentiment. Cards could be
council are Patty Givens and Rich- made out to suit purposes of Tau
awl Epstein.
Delta Phi members," he asserted.
Katherine (J.J.) Fraser, Gil
WRITER COMPETENCE
Lowry, Dick Miner, and Ann
Lauderback are senior representaCriticizing the written commentives to the student legislature. tary, he stated, "The competence
Serving as junior representatives
the descriptions
are Bill Clark, John Bruckman, of the writer of
Jack Groban and Margaret Davis. or the criteria used are not
The four sophomore representa- shown."
tives on the new council are Tina
Broyles final charge was that
Newton, Jim Lambrinos, Victor
the "purpose of Tau Delta Phi is
Lee and Dona Kennedy.
Freshmen representatives will be to ’make money’ from the Tower
elected early next semester to List and public good is not imbring council to 18 members.
portant. Considering the harm
The new representatives were that is done to professors, to the
issued their oath of office at last
college, and thus to students, the
weekend’s transition retreat at
Asilomar on the Monterey Penin- Tower List is not only a fraud, but
is an evil."
,11.i

"The Tower List is a fraud...
It a rtred Professor of economies
kseti M. Broyles yesterday just
as he did last year when the
List first appeared.
If.’ said "as a means of ehoos.

New Council
Holds Initial
Meeting Today

Photo by Jon Lewis
"KICK HIM IN THE ARSE," says Eliza Doolittle
played by Susan Pierner, in the Ascot Races
scene from the joint Drama-Musjp Departments’
production of "My Fair Lady," opening Friday
at 8:30 in the College Theater. The College

Office Switching
Of ASB Officers
Now Underway
Operati 01) "big switch" is now
underway in the College Union.
The office minded by former
ASH President Rob Pisano will
become the evecuthe office for
John Hendricks, ASH president.
. At the present time ASH
officers are working on an office
plan that will better utilize
space in the Union building.
The job of moving an ASB
president is like moving the
typical coed into her living
center each September.
The aveumulation of articles,
personal belongings and office
equipment poses a large problem
and several h oo rs are needed to
complete the process.

Box Office has reported few tickets remain
for any evening performance. Tickets are
available for the 2 p.m, matinees on both
Saturdays.

VISTA Deputy Director To Speak

Four-Day Recruitment
An estimated 50 SJS students
turned out yesterday to apply for
service with VISTA (Volunteers
In Service To America) on the
first day of a four-day recruitment
program.
Miss Nancy Sinkin, VISTA representative from Washington, D.C.,
said that the response received
yesterday was "a very encouraging beginning to what could set a
record for_ Jhe month’s special
drive for applicants if this trend
continues."
Tomorrow at. 12:30 p.m., Edgar
May, VISTA deputy director from
the Washington Office of Economic Opportunity, will speak on
"VISTAChallenge of the Sixties"
at the speaker’s forum on Seventh
Street.
May, 35-year-old Pulitzer Prize
winning journalist and author of

’Civil Rights Act
Topic

of

Lecture

By Dr. Weed

Photo by Steve Starr
ASB president, receives congratulations from
Bob Pisano, former ASB president, at Hendricks’ formal installation at Asilomar on the
Monterey Feninsula. Dr. Robert D. Clark, (I.)

so extensive that he was not expected to live.
Recent reports showed Dr.
Vatcher "resting comfortably" in
a semi-coma making rudimentary
responses. He was fully conscious
and had visitors on his last day,
according to Lee.
His death was "attributed in
A post mortem was scheduled
a general way to the brain injuries" he received more than
four months ago on a dingy San
Francisco street, according to
William F. Lee, assistant director at the hospital.
One theory was that he was
attacked by an unidentified assailant(s) and beaten savagely. Another theory was that he could
have been a hit-and-run victim.
The professor was missing for
two weeks before he was identified
in the intensive care ward of San
Francisco General Hospital by San
Jose Mercury and News reporter
Bob Lindsey, his former student.
Dr. Vatcher was registered a
the hospital under an assumed
name used for nearly two years
of weekend visits to the EmbarcaDR. WILLIAM H. VATCHER
dero YMCA. His brain damage was
... dies in Palo Alto

By CAROL CARD
Dr. William H. Vatcher, professor of political science, died
at 5:35 a.m. yesterday at Palo
Alto’s Veterans Administration
Hospital, at the age of 43.

college president, administered the oath of
office at the fourth annual student government
retreat held Sunday and Monday at Asilomar.

"The 1964 Civil Rights Act and
the Constitution" will be the topic
of a lecture by. Dr. Frederic A.
Weed, chairman of the Political
Science and Public Administration
Department, this morning at 10:30
in Concert Hall.
The speech will show how two
developments in constitutional law
since 1800 laid the groundwork for
the constitutionality of the 1964
Civil Rights Act.
Dr. Weed has been in his current position since 1960. Ile has
been on the SJS faculty since 1956.
He formerly taught at New
York State College for Teachers at
Albany and from 1950-1956 was on
the faculty of Northern Illinois
State College at DeKalb.
Dr. Weed holds a B.A. degree
from New York State College for
Teachers and an M.A., bachelor of
laws degree and Ph.D. from Columbia University.

"The Wasted Americans," was appointed deputy director of VISTA,
the domestic peace corps, in February by Sargeant Shriver, director of the Office of Economic Opportunity.
May was one of the early members of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Task Force, a group which

spearheaded a nationwide antipoverty campaign. May also served
as an assistant to Shriver and
helped to organize the public affairs section of the Office of Economic Opportunity,

The Pulitzer Prize for local reporting was awarded to May in
1961 for his series on poverty and
public welfare. The newspaper series, "Our Costly Dilemma,"
stemmed from his undercover research and employment as a caseworker for the Erie County Welfare Department in the State of
New York.
His articles on poverty in the
U.S. were published in the Buffalo
Evening News, where May was a
The "most repulsive" contest of
reporter from 1958-1962,
the year has come to an end.
Alpha Phi Omega, SJS national
men’s service fraternity, awarded
a 21 -inch Motorola color television
Charges against SJS junior
set, an annual Ugly Man On
Larry Stebbins, 23, have been reCampus perpetual trophy and a
duced from assault to disturbing
first place trophy to Moulder Hall’s
candidate, "Mean Old Troll"then the peace by San Jose police.
Stebbins must appear in San
ran the other way.
Runners-up in the UMOC con- Jose Municipal Court May 26 to
test are Sigma Phi Epsilon’s face the reduced charge. He is free
"Amazing Beaked Ogre" and Alpha on $56 ball,
Tau Omega’s "Reincarnation."
These organizations will receive
second and third place trophies,
respectively.
Winners were determined by the
contestant able to collect the most
votes on a penny -a-vote basis.
Each "ugly man" will receive
Ten SJS coeds will compete for
an ugly man key.
the Miss San Jose State title Saturday, at 8 p.m., in Concert Hall.
The winner will go to the Miss
California Pageant in June.
The 10 coeds, who were selected
from a field of 40, will he pre"(nil oi II.tiol" is the theme of sented in evening gowns and swim
this week’s Co-Rec program pre- suits, and will he judged on beausenteil tonight from 7:30 to 9:45 ty, poise, personality, graceful carin the PER Building and Women’s riage and a three-minute talent
Gym.
presentation.
Fea tured activities include
The 10 finalists are: Sue
volleyball, badminton, basketball, Hinshaw, Lynn Nibb e, Andrea
table tennis, swimming and dan- Lombardi, Sue Waite r, Jackie
cing. Music for the dancing will be Edenholm, Kerry Rider, Gloria
provided by the "Showmen," a Glidden, Linda Santee, Pam Gough,
rock and roll hand from San Jose. and Michael Cetinich.
Admission is free with ASB
The purpose of the competition
cards.
Is to find the ideal American girl,

Moulder Hall Men
Win First Place
In UMOC Contest

Student Charged

for late yesterday to determine the
precise cause of death.
ARRANGEMENTS PENDING
Funeral arrangements directed
by Roller & Hapgood, 980 Middlefield, Palo Alto, are pending the
arrival of relatives today. Services are tentatively scheduled for
tomorrow afternoon at the Stanford Memorial Church,
Dr. Vatcher joined the SJS
faculty in 1949. A year later he
was one of the first ever to be
awarded a doctorate in international relations at Stanford.
In 1952 Dr. Vatcher attended
the continuing truce talks at Panmunjom in Korea and toured the
Far East to observe international
problems in Asia. After serving
as an Army psychological warfare
officer, he returned to SJS.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Dr. Vat cher followed trips to
Africa in 1955 and South America
in 1958 with two successful political campaigns as the Democratic
candidate in the 10th Congressional
District. He also published two
books prior to 1960.
Commenting on the death of
the popular instructor, Dr. Frederic
Weed, head of the Political Science
Department, said, "I had seen him
about three weeks ago. He was
sitting up in a chair and seemed
to be making slow progress.
"His passing is quite a loss
to the department."
College Vice President William
J. Dusel expressed the regrets of
the faculty on the death of their
colleague.

Miss VS Title Competition
Saturday Among 10 Coeds

Co-Rec Features
’Out of Hand

She will represent San Jose State,
and possibly our state and country
throughout the year.
Miss SJS will receive a $500
scholarship and a chance to win
810.000 in scholarships at the Miss
California Pageant and $40,000 in
scholtoships at the Miss America
Pageant.
An additional $1,000 will be divided among the Miss San Jose
State runner-ups,
Tickets for the pageant can be
purchased at the Student Affairs
Business Office (13-1), in front of
the Spartan Bookstore, or at the
Sigma Nu Fraternity House, 148
S. 11th St. Tickets are $2 for the
general public and $1 for students
and faculty.
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

The Loss of One Man

Writer Reminded
Of Other Tortures

1,

Editor:
While Jeri Brenetnan speaks
of the brutality of U.S. forces
in Viet Nam, in reply to Al
Mason’s column of May 14, I
would ask if she has seen pictures of the North Vietnamese
and Red Chinese brutalities.
Chinese water torture Is not just
a verbal expression; neither are
bamboo spikes under the nails
of 8-year-old children.
If pictures are not enough,
I would suggest she read The
Night They Burned the Mountain by the late R. Toot Dooley.
Perhaps then she would realize
that we are fighting a deadly
Insidious enemy, and not IWI’SCcuting an under-privileged government.
War is Hell; it is also the
high price of democracy.
M. Adrienne Hallyburton
A9957
David CowglIl

There i- a special less to humanity when a teacher
dies in his smith.1 certain spark that is passed on from
general’

to generation is extinguished sylien a fountain

of kilos% ledge erases to flow.
Dr. W illiam Ii. Vatcher Jr., professor of political
svience. is no longer a to e on b e r of the San Jose State
faculty. The reason for his death remains a mystery to
the
A e4ollege profes-i.r. in the 16y -tip -day routine. is not
a spectacular metillier of the COM llllll
lie is generally
known 10111iy to a small percentage of the student
The knowledge he imparts seems to reach a mere
Or three hundred students a year.
Dr.
atelier wa a man of stile background. Ile vs .1a student. politician. author and soldier. Ile had travel,’
through

1 fried. ..1sia and other parts of the globe.
The kilo% ledge he acemoulated through his compre-

and experience is now denied to us. The
1-.111111 he gained no longer can be taught.
Dr. Frederic \\ eed. chairman of the political science
department. has said. His passing is quite a loss to the
licosiv

department.
passing is a great loss to the entire odlege.

Live and Let Live
By AL MASON

The intellectual values underlying modern "conservative" libertarianism are old and proven. They are the values which built
Greece and Rome. They lifted a collectivist, feudal Europe out of
the Dark Ages. They brought about the Renaissance. They inspired such men as Locke, Milton and Montesquieu.
The essence of all these values is individualism, the fulfillment
if the whole man, the assertion of individual talent and creativity
and the will to live. Because they stress individualism and because
every indkidual is different, the rule of living the libertarian mean
must lei to "live and let live." Every person must seek out his own
talents and self-fulfillment, motivated by the love of creating, expanding :mil expressing the individual’s ego.
GOOD OK BAD CONSERVATISM
"Conservatism" implies that one wishes to "conserve" something. It is a relative term and may be adjudged good or bad
according to what the "conservative" proposes to conserve. Modern
libertarian conservatism means to conserve those wonderful values
of individualism and the rule that man must "live and let live." The
spirit of individualism can never grow old, becoming "old-fashioned." for it transcends time. It appears in every age where
creativity appears. It is as timeless as life itself.
In every age there have been jealous men, "have-nots" who
have neither material goods nor the ability and initiative to produce
them. Occasionally these "have-nots" attempt to tear apart the
creative men, as though by so doing they could themselves become
creative. But their attempts are in vain, just as is the action of
the fabled farmer who killed the goose that laid the golden eggs.
Soon these destroyers of creative individualism find they must
either starve for lack of free and creative men or revert (call it
"reaction") to the proven ways of individualism. Such persons
exist among us today. They style themselves "liberals" -- a misnomer because liberal means "free" and today’s "liberals" are for
the suppression, not the conservation and extension of existing
freedom.
BUT, IT’S FAILED BEFORE
In this age of increasing population and automation the "liberal" proposes an economic policy that has failed time and again
for less populous societies and economies with greater opportunity
for employment and productive activity. What v)ill happen, I ask,
when and if the "liberals" succeed in crushing individualism and
creativity when never before in history have we had greater need
of those values? The answer is clear. The success of socialistic
"liberalism" will mark the failure of our industrial civilization to
provide for the continued existence of most of our population.
Let us rather conserve and expand our individual freedoms.
Let us encourage the creativity of the best among us, so that all
of us may have hope for the future conservation of our Western
I ivilization. In short, let us be "eonservatives."
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Project Involves
Pigments in Aba1one
Its JERRY HENRY
The color of an abalone
-hell may not he very significant to the average observer
hid it might have a great deal
of significance for Al Stevens,
SJS graduate student in
chemistry.
Back in the middle ages a
purple pigment from snail shells
was highly prized as a dying
chemical and used almost exclusively tor dying wardrobes of
royalty.
Stevens has an idea certain
pigments in the abalone shell
may have the same type of

FBI Director Says
Commies Involved
WASHINGTON (UPI)Fortythree persons with "subversive
backgrounds" took part in the
so called free speech demonstrations last fall at the University
of California, according to FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover.
According to testimony released Monday, Hoover told a
recent House appropriations
subcommittee hearing that the
43 included five faculty members, whom he did not identify.
He said the demonstrations on
the Berkeley campus of the
university were not originated
or controlled by Communists,
but that they were "exploited
by a few Communists for their
own end."
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dying properties as did those
of the purple snail and may find
out in his research on the shells
for an M.A. thesis project.
Actually the graduate student is not necessarily looking
for a new dying technique but
studying the chemical properties
of the various pigments contained
In the abalone shells to determine the moleeular structure.
Although Stevens’ research is
more In the area of pure science,
defining the molecular structure
will undoubtedly shed light on
the dying capabilities contained
in the pigments of the shell and
also give other scientists valuable practical data for metabolism studies.
PIGMENT ISOLATION
Stevens is presently working
with the black abalone (Ballot’s
Oitcherodii) and said his biggest problem is getting the pigments isolated in order to put
them through various chemical
tests and determine their exact
composition.
"Pure pigment (black covering of the white shell) represents only one tenth of one per
cent of the total shell. This
makes it a bit difficult to separate the pure pigment from the
rest of the shell," he remarked.
Stevens has been getting the
black pigment off the shell by
simply holding the shell up
against a small electric grindstone and catching the black
powder rubbed off in a plastic
bucket. From there the powder
is further refined through chemical processes until it is pure
enough for the young chemist
to isolate the various pigments
via another battery of tests,
PIGMENTS COLORED
"So far I’ve been able to
isolate three pigments and have
found them to lie highly colored,
indicating they may have dying
properties," he said. "With a
good dye, such as Indigo, it takes
only a small portion of raw material (powder) to render a large
portion of clear solution a very
dark color."
He held two gallon jugs containing the isolated pigments up
to the strong window light.
"I’ve put very little powder of
the isolated blue and green pigment matter into these solutions
and the solutions are very highly
colored," he explained Both jugs
were so darkly colored it was
almost impossible to see sunlight through them.
DYING PROCESSES
"From indications so far it is
possible that abalone shells may
contain chemicals very useful for
dying processes. He added that
he should have a definite find on
the subject by next February
when he expects to wind up the
thesis study.
Even If he doesn’t turn up a
new dying material from the
project, there are several other
useful results which may come
from probing the chemical structure of the abalone shell.
"Studying the pigment and
knowing its chemical composition may tell chemists a great
deal about the metabolism of
the animal. Often an understanding of simple organisms
will give the scientist an insight
into the more complicated forms
of life such as the human system and such knowledge is always of practical value," he
concluded.

A9812
Joyce Alt
A10914
Renee Cassano
A7094
Dennis Osaki
A9219
David nigh
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’Voice’ Cartoon Gets
Posifive Comment
Editor:
I believe that some clarification is due concerning the Campus Voice cartoon which Glenn
Rose has found so offensive. The
cartoon in question is the work
of Art Young, noted liberal political cartoonist of the 1920s and
1930s, Young’s satire here is directed toward the "respectable
citizens and legal authorities"
who attempted to discredit the
labor movement by depicting
labor organizers and unionized
tradesmen as criminals, bums,
communist Jews, seditionists,
anarchists, and agitators.
The point of the cartoon is
that if one follows this line of
reasoning, then one must, to be
consistent, apply the same labels
to Jesus Christ, for he was. in
a certain very real sense, equally
a criminal, a bum, etc., especially from the point of view
of the respectable priests and the
Roman authorities.
If a reader such as ;Sir. Rose
feels that it is a somewhat unfair and distorted line of reasoning which would lead one to label
Christ with these derogatory
epithets, then Art Young would
heartily agree with him: Young
is saying that, in a more fundamental sense, it is just as ridiculous to slander Christ as a
socially undesirable misfit as it
is to so designate the humanitarian, the visionary, and the
campaigner for civil rights.
Certainly Christ was "more
than a ’political agitator’." He
may even have been the Son
of God; Young’s cartoon does not
touch on the matter, so it can
hardly be said to be blasphemous.
malicious, or even disrespectful.
In fact, the assumptions underlying the cartoon indicate a
great deal of respect for Christ.
Page Brownton
ASIS A10085

some slight competition, but the
American Medical Association
reigns supreme over all doctors
and lull till recently! all over the
Congress of the United States.
Professors, on tne other hand,
are salaried employees, and have
the choice of either banding together to improve their salaries
and WOI king conditions by negotiation with their employer, or
else to do what they have always done in the past --accept
whatever that employer thinks
good to offer them. Some of us
think that we can both improve
our own status and serve the
public weal by demonstration
and negotiation.
Robert D. Pepper
Assistant Professor English
and Humanities
(FOB 212, Est. 2759)

Letter Claims Mason
Proves U.N. Good
Editor:
Mr, Al Mason, in his recent
attack on the United Nations,
has by this very action proved
once again that the U.N. is playing a fundamental role in the
world t oda y. His criticisms.
therefore, demand special attention. Let us examine these criticisms to see whether they are
fair and supported by fact. He
states that Hiss and Pasvolsky
wrote the U.N. Charter.
According to A Report to the
President on the Results of the
San Francisco Conference by
Secretary of State Stettinius,
the U.N. Charter was an outgrowth of the Dumbarton Oaks
proposals and the Atlantic Charter and that its construction was
the work of many men, under
the general direction of the President and the Secretary of State.
Therefore, we must conclude
that this criticism is not supported by fact, but rather contradicted by fact.
In his second criticism, he
states that "U.N. forces are directed from a single position in
the U.N. bureaucracy." A simple
examination of the internal organization of the U.N. reveals
that the military affairs of the
U.N. are handled by the Military

6
Q

"WORK
OF ,0k)
ART"

A 9488

Student Questions
Meaning of Letter
I am curious about the under-itanding of the communist menace alluded to in a letter to
Thrust and Parry by the president of YR. Is this understanding
based on the situation of a wellfed, secure college student whose
greatest worry in the world is
Saturday night’s party or is it
an understanding based on the
circumstances of an illiterate,
under-fed individual who has
witnessed the blood of family
and friend wash across his feet
for almost it quarter of a century.
In either ease I would like to
see this understanding in print
not just alluded to. It is easy
to dismiss other view points
simply because communists may
have found use of them for their
own ends, it is much more difficult and risky to propose one’s
own solution because of the possibility that someone will prove
it false. in a rational manner.
Douglas W. Sprague

A6688
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Professor Attacks
Editor’s Editorial
Editor:
Editor Tom Powell asks whether anyone has seen lawyers or
doctors demonstrating to improve their professions or to
gain personal benefits. Of course
not, and for two reasons: first,
most lawyers and doctors are
entrepreneurs, whose income is
restricted only by their conscience and their circumstances.
They can charge what the mar
ket will bear, and many do.
Second, both groups have professional organizations which
are more powerful than any
closed-shop union could be. The
American Bar Association has

dead?nature
lastparagraph, of Mr. Mason’s
which is attack
upon the supporters of the U.N.
rather than the U N. itself, needs
to be closely examined, for he
suggests that these supporters
.ire either ignoring the facts (a
practice which, we have seen, he
himself has been guilty oft or.
even worse, are unpatriotic
timid A, Bogdanoff

Let Me Reduce

Otte Aa9

k

Staff Committee upon which
at least eight U.S. military officers from all branches of the
service. Thus, the established
facts clearly contradict the second major criticism.
Mr. Mason also quotes certain
politicians to support his position; these quotations are statements of opinion unsupported by
fact. What is interesting is that
the politicians whom he quotes
Hoover and Taft) are both
dead and buried. Might I suggest
that their view of the world and
the needs of mankind are equally
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’My Fair Lady’Last SJS Production
"My Fan Lady," popular
comedy adapted from George
Bernard Shaw’s play "Pygmalian," will open Friday night at
8:15 in the College Theater.
The production, directed by
Dr. Harold Crain, professor of
drama and Dr. Edwin Dunning,
professor of music, is presented
through the combined efforts of
the Drama and Music I vpart.
ments.
" sluch,
"Itly

(Look its

a)

Jump Rope
Rhyme
Charlie Chaplan
Went to France
To teach the ladies
How to dance.
First the heel
And then the toe
Left foot forward
Out you go.
Or

Do the splits
And around you

go.

Yes,

we are still open
until 9 p.m.
Monday through Thursday

Vet s

BOOK
STORE

330 So 10th St.

the end ot the 1964-65 drama
season, will be repeated Saturday and May 26-29 with matinees at 2 p.m. on both Saturdays.
Choreography has been created by Carol Haws of the physical education staff. J. Wendall
Johnson has designed settings

and Kenneth Borst on in;lititr4.
Cast list will be headed by
Susan Pierner as Eliza Doolittle,
John Beauchamp as Henry Hig-

ED
scuss
roup

Tickets may be purchased at
local fire stations for the annual
San Jcse Fireman’s Rodeo at the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
The rodeo benefits the San Jose
Widows and Orphans Association.
The Rodeo Cowboy’s Association of America (RCA) approved
the rodeo, sponsored by the San
Jose and Santa Clara unified
fire departments, will include all
standard events and a few
extras.
Points in the rodeo will go
into the total for world championship honors.
The rodeo is the second lamest in California, following the
Salinas one in size and length.
Events include a parade and four
shows. First show will be on Friday evening. A Saturday afternoon and evening show are
scheduled as well as some Sunday afternoon events.
One attraction of this rodeo
will be the inclusion of an entire
Indian encampment at the Fairgrounds, including representatives from many tribes.

W. C. LEAN JEWELERS-61 YEARS IN SAN JOSE

Hill

. . . for today’s bride
... a diamond engagment and wedding ring set from our
outstanding collection. We have styles to thrill every
bride ...excellent values in every price range!
Tennv Arran:led

LVAN
eiveleri
N alai JUNG
SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets
Apes Thursday Evening All Parkin

Downtown San Jose
Lot Tickets Validated

1,-1, iqr
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SNCC To Sponsor
Folksinger Caravan
"W,

t,.L,t tuned his M.A. in solrom UCLA in 1953 where
he also became interested in
Ilk

Donations are 50 cents for
students and $1 for the general
public.

Friday Flicks
Eriday Hicks will feature
Paul Ness trims anti Geraldine
Page in "Sweet Bird of Youth, the prize-winning inuvie based
im the novel by Tennessee Williams. Friday night at 7 and 930

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?

.
THE RAIN IN SPAIN STAYS MAINLY IN THE
PLAIN. A highlight number from the joint
Drama -Music Departments’ production of "My
Fair Lady" features Susan Pierner as Eliza Doolittle, John Beauchamp as Henry Higgins and
John Mockett as Colonel Pickering. The pro-

Lewis

duction opens Friday evening at 8.30 in the
College Theater. Evening performance tickets
are almost sold out according to the Theater
Box Office. Matinee tickets for 2 p.m. performances on both Saturdays are available.

NEW
DIRECT RADIO -TELEPHONE SHOW
From Our Stage
10-12 Midnight
Sunday thru Thursday
+,
A
4
Floor Phone
Featuring
CY
John Lester,
2-5252
KGBA 1430 K.C.
garden Clay Afirau
r;1 So. Market
CY 7-2002

Wayne Newton at Safari Room
is
mi.: st tuistiN
Wayne Newton, who rose to
singing prominence with his
recording of "Danko Schoen"
and whose current hit disk is
"Red Roses for a Blue Lady,"
opened at the Safari Room last
Friday with a show calculated
to please a wide range of musical
tastes.
The jam-packed opening night
audiences were highly attuned to
young Newton and gave him
frequent, hearty applause.
From his opening of "Swanee,"
"Mammy" and "You Made Me
Love You," he exhibited a boyish
exuberance with his unaffected,
easy going delivery. Also evident,
and rare for a 20-year-old, was
his professionalism which quickly

established rapport with the
audience.
Newton’s high tenor voice
ranges easily through up-tempo
songs, often taking tempo liberties, or adding personal comments. "I Left My Heart in San
Francisco" and "Around the
World in 80 Days" lend themselves to this style.
Or in the case of "Bill Bailey"
he adds more, and sometimes
different, words per musical
phrase than are normally sung.
This gives a refreshing and distinctive approach to an old
standard.
For contrast Newton turned
to a group of ballads. "Sweet
16" was memorably done. However, his present high voice

.roileci /i’IJI1- a
sally glossing colors

3
for the

Sheerest Sheer
$4.00 pins tax

SPERRY
TOPSI DER

9.95
A classic!
Comfortable
double -deep
cushion,
non -chafe
lining. Navy
PLUS new
Breton Red.

Sophocles’ Tragedy

frosty %%kite

frosty pink
frosty peach

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
lOtli and Santa Clara

quality lacks the necessary tpsonance to sustain successfull:.
more of the slower selections.
To further widen his musieal
appeal, the tall, wide shouldered
singer played with surprising
dexterity on several instruments.
A banjo medley from the 1920’s
which included "Waitin’ for the
Robert E. Lee" was a show
stopping instrumental.
Traveling with Newton are his
musical director., drummer, and
his older brother-guitarist, Jerry.
The older Newton spiced up
the act with humor and some
riotous rubber-legged dancing.
There were times though, when
Jerry’s clowning got out of hand
and began to detract from brother Wayne’s singing.
The 10-piece Staff Miller Orchestra gave a pleasing, polished
backing under the direction of
Tommie Amato.
The engagement lasts through
Sunday with two shows nightly
during the week and three shim,.
on weekends.

over.

complete with brush
colors

294-9131

"Antignone," the Greek tragedyl
by Sophocies. will be presented
at the Greek theater of the University of California, Berkeley on I
Sunday. Tickets may be obtained
from the Humanities Office,’
F0127 or from Humanities Club
representatives.
Tickets are $1.30, including
round-trip bus transportation. Bus
will leave from Seventh Street at
6 p.m.
Limited seats are available for
this performance, which will be
directed by Takis Ntouzenides, director of the Nat ion al Theater ot
Greece

Volley Fair

Shop Mon. thru Fri. ’til 9:30 P.M.

San Antonio Center

Shop Mon., Wed.. Thurs., Fri. ’tit 9:30 P.M.

trONNMINEntalMil.IIIKKINIIHNI04.1

GIRLS!
Look and
Feel Like
a New
Woman
This
Summer

HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS
Contracting for Fail

Now
Come in to- \ 1/
day and let us

uff

Me!

1411,1..1

liP,..1.1111

New from

L

will be
played by Margaret Atm Crain
and her son Freddy by Kenneth
Sprinkle.
Ni1S.

May

Folk artist Guy f’arawan trill
be the featured entei ittiner itt
a Sp(Vial SNCC sponsored eveni
Friday evening at 8:30 at 105
S. Eighth St.
Guy rarawan is responsiide
lor the modern versioail 111.

Id

is)

gins and John Alueket I IS COI.
onel Pickering. Alfred P. Doeslittle, Eliza’s father, will be pewtrayed by John Worthington.

Tickets on Sale
For Local Rodeo

:e

is)

%T.’roncleiny,

Reserve your copy at Student Affairs Business Office
Barracks 1

YEARLY RATES

start you on a 1,

Fall Semester

figure program that will
bring a smile to your
face for those Bathing
Suit Days ahead.
wing into spring with c

Spring Semester

trim youthful figure

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
citti and Santa Clara
Call 295 9910

per GIRL
$19500

5175"
(if paid by
12/1/65)

Four girls to an apartment
Furnished 2-bedroom apartments
Independent Housing
Recently
constructed
No part of any large housing corporation
Includes all utilities except PG&E

HOWARD
LEE APARTMENTS
William
495 E.

(Corner of 11th and William
CY 8-6381 (Day or Evening)

Wednesday, May 19, 1985
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Although the semester is almost ,,s sr mid I still laid myself
fighting the ravages of spring fever, the busy bees of the various
campus sororities, fraternities and clubs have kept me busy.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA
Alpha Eta Sigma, SJS Accountants’ Hanoi’ Society, elected fall
semester officers at a dinner meeting held at the Garden City
Hofbrau. The newly elected officers are: president --Ron Tornell,
first vice president ---Tom Contralto, second vice presidentGary
Reynolds, corresponding secretary --Jay Dore, recording secretary
Marilyn Barrett, and treasurer--James Jones.
CHI OMEGAS
The Chi Omegas recently held their semi-annual pledge dance
aboard the "Harbor Princess," which circled the San Francisco Bay.
The dance was in honor of Jeanne Adams, Marilee Pohll, Sue LaFranchi, Nancy Warren, Kathy Gonzolves, Marianne Clark, Leslie
Kelly, Marcia Kelley, Jenifer Bovey, Fran Mennet, Sue King, Linda
Harris and Karen Satori,
Photo by Mike lya,itsky
Bud Farley of Sigma Phi Epsilon was recently chosen as a Chi
to r.) Sue Hammer, Dottie Carey, Ann LineHEAVE HO AND AWAY WE GO! Delta
Omega Knight.
Zeta’s Lamplightc-s,
to ’1 Jerry Brow,
berger and April Estey on a sneak to William
House freshman camp counsellors include Margaret Bonanno,
Lambda Chi Alta, Wayne Roberts, Theta
Street Park for a picnic. DZ Man Don Phelps
Sue Leonard, Nina Staley, Jeri Reber, Gina Levitt and Vicki May,
Xi, Ken Poster, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Vince
(at center in cowboy hat), Kappa Sigma, is put
Sue Sargent and Pam Mangseth will serve on the Freshman Camp
Contreras, Sigma Alpha Mu, indulge in a bit
to work carrying supplies, while Marti Keyser
Committee.
of masculine chicanery as they whisp DZs
(1.) and Marilyn Manion (r.) look on.
Kathy Sportello, Gina Levitt and Marcia Kelley have been selected to join Spartan Spears for the next year. Pam Mangseth will
be Junior Advisor.
Twenty-five graduating seniors will be honored at the traditional Senior Breakfast at Rickey’s Hyatt House in Palo Alto
Two SJS coeds will serve in
Sunday,
official capacities at this weekChi O’s Ann Lauderback was elected to be Senior Representaend’s San Jose Firemen’s Rodeo.
tive to Student Council. Linda McClure was elevated to the post
Nancy Carol Mosher. 18, has
of AWS President and Louise Noble will serve on the AWS Judicial
been selected as Princess of the
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Board.
annual event.
The I ’dies of AOPi held their Spring Cotillion in San Francisco
1969 ALUM ROCK AVE 2584144
ALMA and ALMADEN
294-2041
Sandy Kersgard, 19, was
this year, and used the occasion to announce their new Dream Guy NORTH SCREEN
chosen "Miss Horsemanship" for
Doug Warner, Pi Kappa Alpha. Finalists in the contest were John
"JOHN GOLDFARB, PLEASE
this year.
Dismeyer, John Dunlavy, Ray Nolton, Chris Ottinger and Bob Young.
COME HOME"
"BRAINSTORM"
Also presented during the eve"DEAR HEART"
"WOMAN WOULDN’T DIE"
fling were the new AOPi spring
pledges: Cheryl Allen, Barbara
Beck, Sharon Boyarsky, Chris
SCREEN
SOUTH
396 SOUTH FIRST
Campbel I, Mary Jane Finn,
292-677F
Diane Johnson, Diane McClain,
"SIN IN THE SUBURBS"
"FLOWER DRUM SOW.,"
Nancy McGrath, Diann Mei"IMITATION OF LIFE ’
PINNING’S
’Party Girls and Candidate"
singer, Stephanie Tish, Wendy
Student Rat,:
Sharon Venable, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore sociology major
Weaver and Marie Zwick.
from Sunnyvale, to Howard Sierra, Sigma PI, sophomore business
ROYCE HALL
major from Morgan Hill.
Royce Hall’s annual dorm formal will be held Saturday at the
Kathy Voggerst, Sigma Kappa, junior English major from San
Caravan Inn in Mountain View,
Jose. to Jim Cyr, Sigma Pi, junior pre-medical major from Fowler,
8 p.m.-1 a.m. Bids for the buffet
Indiana.
dinner - dance are on sale at
Joan son, senior education major from Cupertino, to Tom
Royce through today.
Parker, Chi Pi Sigma, junior law enforcement major from San Jose.
ALPHA EPSILON PHI
Trudy Collins, junior English major from San Jose, to Al
The ladies of Alpha Epsiloi.
Duncan, Phi Kappa Alpha, senior business major from San FranPhi hosted a Farewell Tea Suncisco.
day in honor of their five gradOver 500,000 Others Did in 1964
Ginden,
uating seniors Emela
J,,nmy
Laurel McCauley, Alpha Omicron Pi, freshman nursing major
Week for April: ’It
tc, Ian the 4th place car
Sue Ginsburg, Rise Bronstein,
from San Francisco, to Doug Warner, Phi Kappa Alpha, junior inSt Sebring,
Donna Bregar and Rosalie
dustrial design major from El Cerrito.
Weiner.
ENGAGEMENTS
So buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina GT
Carole L. Laughlin, employed
& Cortina Station Wagon
as a secretary with a Santa Rosa
insurance firm, from Sebastopol,
If every person who has purchased an imported car in the
to Cal B. Klmes, Alpha Eta Sigpast four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
ma, senior accounting and fiAnglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
nance major from Sebastopol.
English Fords.
Susan Barr, Kappa Alpha
Theta, junior English major from
PRICES START AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
Los Gatos, to Kit Stern, Delta
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE
Upsilon, SJS June, 1964 indusmore
owe
if
you
even
car
present
your
Trade
trial management gradual e,
than its trade value
presently employed in San Francisco, from Oakland. They will
"With Credit OK, You May Drive
become "Mr. and Mrs." in DeAway Today"
cember,
Susan Barkley, junior psycholHarvey Calame in the automobile business for
ogy-English major from Tahoe
ovcr 30 years in Santa Clara County
Valley, to Jim Spaulding, senior
engineering major from Sonora.
They plan to be married AuNext to Woolworth’s Garden Center
NoDozi" keeps you mentally makes you feel drowsy while
gust 14.
alert with the same safe re- studying, working or driving,
Jill Voorhees, resident assist241-2095
4855 Stevens Creel, Peule.vard
fresher found in coffee. Yet do as millions do ... perk up
ant at Hoover Hail, senior EngOpen eves. ’til 10 p.m., all day Sat., Sun II to 5
NoDoz is faster, handier, more with safe, effective NoDoz
lish major from Fremont, to
reliable. Absolutely not habit- Keep Alert Tablets.
Gary Ballard, senior civil engiAnother fine product of Won Laboratorhid.
forming. Next time monotony
neering major from Burlingame.
They have not set a wedding
date as yet.
SHIRTMAKERS
Jan Peugh. employed as a
111/T’Se ;If County hospital, from
IT rcka, 1,, Bill 8th -key, Phi Kappa Alpha, senior music major
from Cupertino. They do not
have a specific date in mind yet.
Jackie Lynn Brown, senior
social science major from Long
livelier lather
Beach. to Robert L. Coontz, senior sociology-economics major
for really smooth shaves!
from San Gabriel. They will be
1.00
married in February. 1986.

45e:swoo Jur(

EL RANCHO

A

ROPI

Firemen’s Rodeo

IR

STUDIO

The Match Box

BUY
CORTINA

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER

without harmful stimulants

Angelo’s
SPECIAL of the Day
Served with Potatoes,
Fresh Vegetable,
Bread and Butter.
Striped Tab
A dress -Up shirt with Short sleeve comfort. Of
particular note: the gentlemanly appearance of
the elbow length sleeves: the cool -Crisp cotton
fabric that keeps it.> aplomb (and yours) on
torrid days.

Open Monday, Thursday. Friday ’fil
243-3352

9:30

Dinner Scheduled
To Fete Dr. Bruntz
For His 19 Years

iautiful
shoes for

Dr. George G. Bruntz, professor of political science, history
and education, will be honored
it a dinner Sunday at 6 p.m.
in the Spartan Cafeteria,
Dr. Bruntz is retiring from the
college after 19 years of service.
Both the History and the Political Science Departments will
sponsor the event.
Tickets may be ohteined from
the Student Affairs Business
Office, BI.
Dean Dudley T. Moorhead,
Humanities and Arts Division,
will be the principal speaker at
the dinner. Dr. Frederic A. Weed,
chairman of the Department of
Political Science Department,
will serve as master of cerenirmies

s . MicLhee
Wedgies
yas den
AAAAA to B
e1/2 to 12
$9.95 to
824.95
charge occountd
open rhurL ’tIl 9

30 L SAN ANTONIO
CY2409111
OnretNn. Sam km

GUITARS
Come In and See Our Quality
Spanish Guitars
Folk Guitars with Nylon Strings
$17.95
Guitar Lessons by Bill Smith
of "The Preps"

CAMPI MUSIC CO.
60 S. I st

293-9290

brisk, bracing
the original
spice-fresh lotion! 1.25

lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

GROUND STEAK
$1.25

MANN HAUS
419 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

Photo by Paul S.
THAT CROWNING TOUCH
Susie Walter (r.), Gamma
Phi Beta, senior nursing major from Edwards Air Force Base,
retiring Spartan Sabres queen places the crowning touch on
this year’s queen, Beth Sievert, 18, Gamma Phi Beta, freshman
journalism major from Ripon, at her coronation Friday night.

Fresh Ground
U. S. Choice Beef
Char-Broiled

764 non! 6,,,makell

Traditional Clothiers

lbo,f

*
.0

Oid
"t"

Angelo’s
Steak House
72

E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, California

SHAVE

iet
10"N

S H U L.TON

eNC_DiCe...with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

WeIncKday

’zPtflTtv ntnr--i
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Spartan Intramurals Program in Full Spring Swing
*

-P(.4-11kftcp

Pryor Captures
Jim * Pryor**A
11 of 18 First Places
By PAUL SAVOIA
Whoever is chosen Intramural
Athlete of the Year this month
will have to fill mighty big shoes.
Size 11 of Jim Pryor, that is.
Pr yo r, redheaded athlete of
Alpha Tau Omega, won that
unction last year for his overall
athletic prowess,
Of the 18 intramural sports
offered. Pryor participated In 11
of them, enjoying his greatest
success in basketball.
Among other sports Pryor en.
tered last year were slow pitch
softball ion independent cham.
pionships team), football (third
plcce fraternity league), free
throw contest (second place), badminton (quarter-finals), and table
tennis (quarter-finals).
Again, he found basketball
most to his liking. leading ATO
to Its second straight fraternity
basketball league championship

and earned Player of the rear
laurel’’’.
Pryor feels his basketball antic were the main factor in his athtete of the year honors, although
noting that the election procedure
included sportsmanship, participation and performance.
The athlete of the year is chosen
by a process including all men’s
living centers, who each nominate
a man.
These are relayed to the In traniurats Office, which in turn
send. all the recommendations
back to the living centers for
voting.
Pryor played intercollegiate basketball in his freshman year, but
saw little action on "the best frosh
team in the school’s history."
He was offered basketball scholarships at Chico State, Sacramento
State and Monterey Peninsula College. but forsook these chances to
come to San Jose State.

Varsity
524 S. 9th Street, San Jose, California,
286-1595
Approved Apartments for College Women
SEMESTER CONTRACTS NOW AVAILABLE
Summer Rates for Studio Apartments
FOR MEN AND WOMEN, $10.00 PER WEEK

UNCLE :DIM

41
GOON
NNE LC/
NOW, AUNT SONYA,_HE
OF ALL ONLY WANTS 7REAT
E /N51.11.751, Ek TO PA1E-NUT PANCAKES!

A

*

Campbell Pitches Fifth Shutout

wi-FAT’s

Da se Camplaal
ed I I sti
(nits Sunday to lead Pi Kappa
Alpha to a 15-0 win over Sigma
!Phi Epsilon.
The game was a makeup of an
earlier game which was forfeited
;and ordered replayed by the intramural office.
It was Campbell’s fifth shutout
In seven games.
Monday, Kent Marshall pitched
a no-hitter as the Beavers buried
the Air Force ROTC, 21-0 in fast -

1,4
91tYda-

pitch competition.
1 \ut 1’1 \ i.e NT ...1.11 -FIN %LS
In other games, the Animal
I
Farm tromped Moulder Hall 10-:;;
3:45
The Animal All-Stars nailed he
Animal Farm \ s. Beavers; AniArmy ROTC 8-5 and the Blur
Horde defeated the Animals ss-2 mal All -Stars as. Blue Horde.
t7-1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(*on:oblation
scored Delta Upsilon 11-5.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon #2 vs.
Phi Mu Chi defeated Sigma Alpha Epsilon #2 in the Slow-pitch
Slow -Pitch
league, 10-5. The Piece Corps out5,ml-Final
11-6
and
HowPelicans
gunned the
Phi Mu Chi vs. Piece Carps:
ard’s Tavern won by forfeit over
Pilicans vs. Allen Hall.
Pi Chi Sigma.

** * * ** ** ****** ** * * * * * **

; SMART $TUDENTS
Isn’t Style in Housing

CE0LE,2-yrilivcr,,/,

I

As Important As Style In

1-fr

-----t

Clothing? ...

Ph
Football Team:
Unheralded SJS Heroes
Among all the sporting achievements that have taken place at
San Jose State, one has been virtually unheralded. The Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity football team has
gone undefeated since 1962.
The 1963 Phi Sig team averaged
over 20 points a game and allowed
only two points to be seared
against it in 13 games.
Phi Sig ended the season by
I run living the Cal - HIM atii1111
team l -0 in I lie all-School
! game,
The 1964 team included varsity
basketball star Bill Robertson,
who has been offered a tryout with
1 the San Francisco 49ers professional football team this summer.
Daryl Sattui playing his last
season virtually singlehandedly
!won the pennant for the Phi Sigs
as he scored the winning touchdowns in the last three and most
important games.
That year the Phi Sig No. 2
team won the independent league
and earned the right to play the
Phi Sig No. 1 team at Spartan
Stadium. The bigger, faster, more
I
experienced Phi Sig No. 1 team
won 14-0.

A Oa)
If you earned a "B" average

Phi Sig also won three straight
nil-school championships, a new
school n.cord and permanently
retired the Intramural trophy.
Flankerback Dick MacMillan
was acclaimed by intramural director, Dan Unruh as having "the
best pair of hands I’ve ever seen
for an intramural player." MacMillan tried out for the SJS var.ally football team in his sopho)11).1 a- vear, but was injured. Thus,
he decided to play intramurals instead.

4. in your FALL SEMESTER you
: will receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings of $50-

4t $150 on CAR INSURANCE.
This scholastic discount is in addition to 2 -car, compact-car and
driver training discounts offered
only through STATE FARM INSURANCE.

All apartments are tastefully furnished in
Danish modern with all-electric kitchens
and ample refrigerator and freezer space.
Dishes and silverware are also provided.
Laundry facilities ;nclude I Sc washers and
dryers which run a full forty minutes for
a dime.

CALL

PAUL J. SCOLA

Off. 265-5908
Res. 266-5908
********************

CRESTWOOD MANOR
643 SOUTH 8th ST.

Country fresh:

Soccermen Meet
Alums Tomorrow

(; LVVE DATES Kl../I96 DA7E.NUT- PAtICAKE-CNCY1OF 3 YARIEfIES AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San Jose. 1415 S. 1st, Santa Clara - 1680 El Camino Real

The Spartan varsity soccermen
will meet the SJS alumni in the
annual varsity-alumni spring soccer contest, tomorrow at 8 p.m.
in Spartan Stadium.
The varsity line-up will be as
follows: Hercules Mihclis, goal
keeper; Joe Sermol, right fullback;
Hams Asralian, left fullback;
Mani Gonzales, left halfback;
Richard Ruff, right halfback; Hap
Sermol, center halfback; Lou Fraser, right wing; Bob Davis, left
, wing; Earnest Kwans a, inside
right; Steve Locci, inside left; and
Kerman Souresafil, center forward.

country can do for you . . .

Corps

the

you don’t

you don’t have any talents, abilities, chive,

Then don’t Join

typically Gant

Ifyou don’t derive

you don’t agree with the statement: "Ask not what your

self-reliance
r
o...
fI

Peace

If

meaningful every day .

. s
. I
from
n
oihelping
tcaothers
fsit.a

VISTA

nation’s newest and most exciting volunteer effort.*

Watercress -cool, double -striped cotton oxford for town or country
wear. Like all Gant shirts, Rep Stripe Oxford has elan in a gentle -14
manly manner. In double stripings of blue/green. gold/black or
brown/green. About $6.50 at discerning stores.

the domestic

G

FH I F

Recruiters
on Campus
MAY 18-21
7th

STREET

BOOTH

*There are openings for Volunteers to begin frainmg in June.

oxford batiste...

_

DON’T.
like to do something important and

Rep Stripe...

NA

1-<

MANN HAUS
419 Town & Country Village

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’til 9:30

243-3352

Vcilors,lay, May 19, 110

11-ST tRT sN DUI I*

President Clark To Keynote
Regional Honors Conference
a thettilaer of the VNLI:Ull 1.‘
of the national Inter-university
Committee on Superior Students,
will deliver the keynote speech.
Plans for experimental tutorial
programs at SJS and the University of California will be presented
by Dr. Mervyn A. Cadwallader,

Programs to challenge superior
students will be the subject of
discussion at an invitational regional conference for 20 Bay Area
colleges and universities to be held
Saturday in the Home Economics
Building.
SJS President Robert 1 t Clark,

SJS associate professor of socloland Dr. Joseph Tussman, head
of Berkeley’s philosophy department.

ogy.

Prof. Edward G. Sparrow, Jr.,
who is visiting from St. John’s
College, Annapolis, Md., will comment on the integrated program
at Saint Mary’s College during the
program which begins at 9 a.m.
"We hope the exchange of information about honors programs
will be mutually beneficial to the
conferees," said Dr. 0. C. Williams, coordinator of the Humanities Program and chairman of the
College Honors Committee.

CAREER DAY!
Santa Clara County Government Invites
All Students To Take Part

Indicating that most of the
honors programs at the participating colleges were newly organized.
he said, "We want to change the
emphasis of honors from calculating CPA’s to advanced research
opportunities for superior, motivated students."
Each delegation will present a
five-minute description explaining
how their school encourages top
si iidents

On Thursday, May 20
STUDENTS OF ALL CLASSES are urged to talk informally with repro.
sentetives of one of nation’s model local governments. Visit tables set up
all day near lib -my for information about professional job opportunities
in such occupations as Health Care, Social Service, Engineering, Law En.
forcement. Accounting, Biology, Wild Life Conservation, Administration,
and many others. All thirty..nine departments will be described.

One Day Only! Don’t Miss It!

Spartan Daily Classified
- 7 bd., fern., surnme,
rSPC $100. 258-8945.
.
’
Yee
1-P:
.
:
SUMMER LARGE DUPLEX - 4-5 girls
0110 per mo. Quiet
BIKE
if, i.pd. Finn, h Good xurni. 265
286.2255.
644
; . 297 4497, Gary.
VIEW LOT. Santa Cruz mins-.. just off SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Furn. 2
Pridwood Estates. Commun ricirm
$80-$100 summer. $164 fell
000l. tinnis courts, $790. 351 S. I th. Mgr.. #6. 298.3494
Call 295.4591 .
SHOTGUN, Fnmington. 12 gauge. full LOW SUMMER RATES - I. 2. & S3
JcMar Hall. 467
565. 215 S. 12th, #7. Boon. F..re. Apt,.
8:1i. 297 S912. Sport, Hall. 65 S. 11th
LEVEL

CLECNIC GUITAR.

lig10131=111111.
WHO IS DOC . SAVAGE?
.. . , , .
,

ii,EN4

’
LAtiB’

MONZA
5

ir...-LASSiCAL GUITAR W H case. $60/ IDEAL -I bdrm. Over 21. Married
nuples teai.hers, grad. students. 467
rOYD AFB 4 botre .1i-burr:Oen roan. S 4th 297-7148.
352’.. 390, 406 . $60.
SUMMER RATES
F.c..ri $45 per month, housing and apts.
Borrow
or go to 486 S. 10th.
Jim
Call
stereo
4
-,rack
Viol TAPE RECORDER
792 0400.
FURN. APT. neir the Alameda - 3 Bd
$115. I bd. $79. Spacious. 292-7900 0,
fiELP.WANTED 141
227.9102.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SUMMER RATES -- Porn, studio Apt
inter.
Now
opportunity.
work
ii rerner
$tab. I r 2. 659 S. 91h. CY 2 0997.
.ewing for limited men this campus. HOUSE or 5-6 kerious, responsible men.
Aiork ir main, No. Calif. cities for Jac- $150/summer. $192/fall. 12 mo, lease
., representative of Domestic & For- preferred 797-4604.
mon AAAl Co. For interview eppt.
all 156 1263.
HEATED POOL
-Pure. I & 2 bdrm. apts. Summer rates
SUMMER EXCITEMENT AND MONEY $90 to $105. For Fall $110 to $130. 121
Snme ot our top executive, sleeted with N. 8th. Apt. I.
297-5203.
our company while going thru college.
Direct selling, commissions era the high- $60 OFF - Girls. Modern I & 2 bdrm
est in the field. Part time representatives apts., bit in kitchen. Closets + Y2 blk.
can earn $120 weekly and higher. Earn- SJS. Tile bath. $75. 292.1327.
ings it the summer can exceed $2,000.
You can gain valuable business wiper’. 2 MALES FOR BACH. APT. (lib. & bar)
once for your future end earn good Sure. rii.es. 230 San Salvador #I.
money. Part or full time Men P. Women.
For interview call 295-5545 or write 434 NEW LUXURY APTS., fireplaces, rec
TV $25, 215 S. 12th. 295.4591
E. William St.. Rrn. 104, Mr. Perry. Come
In pe.s...n for interview Daily. Mgr. Tr. HOUSE FOR RENT - Sum. rates.. 2
.
,-1,1s. 292-1869, after
NEED SUMMER TIME WORK
OLSTEN’S Temporary Personnel nand..
SUMMER
&
FALL
RENTALS --St7c1
Stenos.
QUALIFIED typists (50 f
1 & 2 britin, Jinwnn Apts., 640 5,
Mach. Oprs. & Clerks.
5996
or 264 $838.
286 t400 246
/01 N,A1 Fir.t St
2 GIRLS TO SHARE DUPLEX APT. v..
INTERVIEWING
453 S. 7th, 252.5041.
SATURDAY, MAY 22
LOW RENT -- 1 & 2bdrmn..forrr.,uni
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon
i & Nordolo. 295.8514. 295.
We have / nee- n is with a Ntal Menu
facturing Corp. for Management GAL ROOMMATE
WANTED - Sum.
trainees. ME. 1E, Bus. Adm. or /ter,.
Nowapts., IY2
degree preferred. Starting sal. to $620
, 7944185.
PERSONNEL SEARCH AGENCY
701 N.
St.
286 RI,1
LOST AND FOUND 161
TWO MALE STUDENTS lo do pert
for rent tree apt. Call Mr. Alf.,:r LOST: Pnd hh.tet,,k in front oi lib
CV 39193,
aft. 5. 295.1155. Jrs. or Sr,.

64 HONDA 50
64 MATChLESS
"rrh

60 AUSTIN
59 FORD
56 PORCHE
62 HONDA

64 HONDA 90

r

’56 CI IEVY
Tr p Shape
7-n(,761.
C^nrs 508 S.
i-g Prate:. Sur rf.
$550. 295-9521.

YAMAHA
VW

- V.
.
54 HEALY - M,1

12 en.s., nxig. owner.
II 286 1718.
hei.s I sow

57 98 OLDS
i=
VOLK.>
61 ELVA
62 VESPA GS
65 TRIUMPH
$275

Bnt,.-.
LAMBPETTA

’5/
,

P /I. r,hrirp!
$300

.

i5ri
I5D
$700
2746. Ca’l 6 / p,m.
VW. Irnma,ulate 59
f
294./0/4.

Nem
WI. Day,.

62 VESPA

ISO

55 VW
60 V,’/

141211=111111111
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TYPE WRITER, .

Homecoming Stage Set

Committee Plans Big Show

of
Journalism and Ad% ell ’sing has
been re-accredited for another
five years by the American Council on Education for Journalism.
In addition to being accredited
for its reporting and editing sequence, and advertising, the department was accredited in public
relations for the first time.
Only seven schools in the nation,
among the 280 offering public relations, are currently accredited
nationally in this field.
The department is one of 23 nationally accredited in advertising
and one of 47 nationally accredited
in reporting and editing.
The acrrediting Committee.
which visited the department in
December, commended the Department of Journalism and Advertising on "its strong faculty, high
student morale and professional
dedication."

Phins ale already in progress
for October’s biggest event at SJS
Homecoming.
Members of the 1965 Homecoming Committee have already
met several times to make preliminary arrangements.
Among the plans under discussion at the committee’s meetings are the half-time entertainment, choice and duties of the
grand marshall, Homecoming buttons, television coverage, queen
contestants, coordination of Greek
and independent activities, the
Bonfire Rally and Coronation Ball.

yr
GOLF
CLUB
SALE!

Spartaguide
TODAY:
’olunteers in Service to America
(VISTA), 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Seventh
Street booth. Recruitment. Films
in B13 at 10:30 a.m., 12:30 and
2:30 p.m.
Relations Club,
International
3:30 p.m., CH161. Dr. Mark Sajtadi,
M.D., will present slides and
speak on "The Peasant in Viet
Nam."
Society. platoon
Seisiper
leaders, U.S. Marine Corps, 7:30
p.m.. H2.
Gamma Deltas. 7 p.m., First
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374
S. Third.
Chem Club, 2:30 p.m., H17.
Alpha Eta Sigma. 7:30 p.m.,
LN401. AccountinL:
Phi Omega, 7
Alpha
ED:131.
Student Math Society, 7 P.m.,
ED107. Math clinic.
Spartan Cid, 6:30 p.m., 112.
Thetis Sigma Phi, 7 p.m., J208.
Installation of officers.
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
fraternity, 7:30 p.m., 113. First
election speeches. Discussions on
scholarships. Tower List.
SEE, 3:30 p.m., ED100. Last
regular meeting of sernestir.
SJS Geological Society, 7:30
p.m., S258. "Geology and the San
Francisco Bay Controversy" will
be discussed by Dr. Marvin A.
Lanphere and Dr. G. Brent Dalrymple of the U.S. Geological
Survey.
Folk Music (’huh, 7:30 p.m.,
E132, Hootenanny. Blue grass,
Jazz, ballads by local performers.
Admission 50 cents.
Industrial Relations Club, 7 p.m.,
Election.
Garden City
Student m
1.11121

actor of mathematics at San
Jose City College, will speak on
"Women of Mathematics."
SEE student -faculty relations
co llllll ittee, 3:30 p.m.. Ch-1359. 696
S. Fifth. Speaker is Marion Sellers
of PRSA.
TOMORROW:
Arab-American Club, 4 p.m.,
CI1162. Modern Arabic language
class.
AWS Judicial board. 4 p.m.,
College Union.
Diliel. 8:30 and 9:30 a.m., College
Union. Mixlern Hebrew language
classes.
Foreign student orientation leaders, 7 p.m., cafeteria A and B.
Student Math Society. 7 p.m.,
ED107. Math clinic.

Dine Out
and Relax
Too tired to cook? Why
not treat yourself to a delicious meal at Bohannon’s.
Nowhere can you relax in
a more delightful atmosphere, and certainly nowhere
can you find excellent cuisine to equal Bohannon’s. But
more than that dining out is
fun - it’s the ideal way to
start or end that special evening.
Also, don’t forget that
Bohannon’s has ample parking space for your convenience.
Enjoy your next meal at

SAM To Elect
New Officers
’rho Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM)
meets today in the Ste. Claire
Hotel at 6:30 p.m. to elect its new
officers for the fall, 1965.
Speaker will be Jack II. Holland,
professor of business and illiVitier
to the society. He will speak on
placement.

ANOTHER CLOSE- OUT KT:CHASE
HURRY! FANTASTIC SAYINGS!!!
0

m

STAFF MOTELS

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

RIGHT OR
MEN’S and
8 IRON REGISTER5D SETS
LEFT HAND
Wiron & McGregor,
WOMEN’S
Arnold Palmer
Auto., Multi.
Power, Emerald,
. Burke 400 and
Reg
i; many others.
to
ti Woods at Same Discounts $150
Reg 65.00
.:6 ,-- ....., A.---....,rmemsararammars ----- -pry.," ,.-- :um

99

TED KROLL PACEMAKER
by MacGregor - LEFT OR RIGHT
8-IRONS & 3-WOODS

i’

Send to: Spartan
Dtily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a line
$1.50
$1.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

5 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
bonal line

,

GOLF CART/BAG

Name
Ron Ad

Phone

Starting Date
4

16.99
13 .9.9

. 99 4 99
WDS
5" & 6 9:

NALT-AHYPE

79
yd.

r6

L77

Reg.
19.95

FOAM RURBER
PoIyurethene Foam
No ECVhEaRrgYe 5;for SapeScHiaAIPSEizes

3’

AL

411:17#4ii

AMMUNITION fishina Line 50% Off!
SI EEPING BEGS
FLOOR SAMPLES
SPECIAL GROUP

Ii

WHITE STAG

SAMPLE BAGS.
Some only 1 or
2 of a kind. 2., 1
& a.lb. fill.
Values to 29.50
SPECIAL 5 LB. FliLL
1199
36 80 .
. ....
5;0
599 4 LB MILIUM 40 a BO
IA 011:
PUP TENT
oversized. Reg 32 50
‘0.. I
5x7 JR.
16.99
1499 416. DOWN BAG, G I
CABIN
7x7 JR.
1L99 6 LB. KING SIZE
LARGE VARIETY UMBRELLA EU
42 x 84. Reg. 39.50

51r.. OFF
izzyzi

99

19.99.:

PIROUETTE

DISCOUNT

PRICES. FROM $123 TO $1500

I/
,J\raulei )eweleeri

SALES
1==e_, :514 u NTA N VW

No Member ship Card
J206

Send in handy order Man. Enclose
o,b or rtr.oI Mok check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

(No of days) Enclose $

PUTTERSPUTTERS

L .7
WO7
MEN’S7

BUY-SELL-TRADE ^mT
GUNS and

Call at

Address

19.95

WE

TRANSPORTATION 191

Classified Adv. Office
MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30

999Reg.

.11001151111111515111111615/
SURFBOARD Blanks 4A99 I WET SUITS
Finish It Yourself
17
Surfer JACKET I

AND OTHER UPHOL.
STEWS FABRICS Reg
.3.00 to 12.00 yd.

TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose 258.4335.

place an ad:

MEN’S
.
GOLF SHOES
SMOOTH
BROWN
LEATIIER

99

1401 S. First St.

WHO IS DOG SAVAGE?
ASK BOB WEINGARTENER

To

29,

..,.._..

COMBINATION - FAMOUS
GRASSHOPPER WITH BUILT.IN GOLF
fiTUIES: ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR 30.00
OE BOUGHT A
si CLOSE
OUT OF
’SALES MAN’S
fi SAMPLES - ONLY
25 HURRY!

1 get my laundry

WANTED: Female rider to New Eng.
about June 19. Share ex
..o., P. driving. 2974836.
TRAVELING by Corvette to N.Y.C. 0
Jrnrner. Need person to sh,n,
80iir 292-6075.

8

5 88

2-1266

EXPERT TYPING - Hour/page. Elect
type. 245 7999. Sunnyvale area.

Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
’ . Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
1 Lost and Found (6)
I I Personals (7)
[7:Services (8)
Li Transportation (9)

Rhone 194.0414. Ext. MI

:

POWER ELITE ISPECIAL!
IOARY PLAYER
TOMMY ARMOUR SILVER TROPHY.
PUTTER
illJACK THOMPSON
Reg. to
6:13ILLY BURKE
12.00 Dor. , COVERS
remimrs-..-.wer-arve- L--rmrwer-.4,--vancvmmmeemew-suoseewaceresevam

99
.ODD
r IRONS
ODD- 6791:Er
2-WOODS
WOODS5 up SETS

TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Wort
guaranteed .lo Vine, 378-8577.

:

56-TRI/

_

99

TYPING - Term papers. Maisie etc
Pin, electric. 243.6313.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

.

X.Clut - K-28 X-Out
Dunlap - 65
Gold Cup Super 88 Shakespere
EGnIagslisoCeahtitermer.
2 DD0.
OzZ:.
.
Slazenger 279
REG. 10D.00Z.
LIMIT.:
K.,.......mur...2 D...........0Z. 11,mtop X1.:,......,_.....,.......ii
TRU-FLITE

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Palley. 286-5386. 449 W. Son Carlos.

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

HAND

GOLF BAILS SPEakl! PM. 14.75 Doz.
U.S. Royal

SERVICES 181

Five times
20c a line
$2.00

99

INCLUDES
5 IRONS &

NI COMPLETE SET REG. 194.00
, WHIT .- MUNFIVT.25.40 .FEP. 6.,..40.115612.421115,4

WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
ASK BOB FEGUNDES

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines

STARTER SETS

11

PERSONALS 171

ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now
renhni. SJmrner rat, 523 E Pond Si THE FROG SAYS .
I
n: home.

0

WOMAN’S 8-IRONS
ILSON &
McGREGOR
MEN’S &

HOUSING 151

.56 FORD

be working throughout the signtoter months to secure the personorities and entertainment which
will highlight the big week.
represen a 1 lye
Buxton,
Rick
from the Alumni Office and exofficio member of the committee,
will be working with committee
members to coordinate on-campus
activities with those planned for
the alumni and in creating enthusiasm for the event in the minds
of those involved.

and plans for interview &skis, is
tea and fashion show have been
made,
The committee members are attempting to put together emphasis
on creating spirit in favor of the
event. Float entries from both
Greek and independent houses will
be urged, as well as house decoration
and
banners
announcing
Homecoming.
Chairman for the fall event is
Mark Hutchins. His committee will

Criteria have been set for choice
of grand marshal!. The committee
hopes to get an alumnus who will
will represent San Jose, be a drawing-card and who also enjoyed
prestige while a student at SJS.
Letters have been sent to possible judges in the queen contest.

SALE -- Less than 1/2 price from suits
Vaughn’s. 12$ S. 4th. Sales hours
tt :
9:30-9, Sat. 9,30-6.

GAS STATION -- Pt. time. Lub.
$79. Ai , 698 N. 13th. 295-9837.

t

National Judges
Re-Accredit SJS
Journalism Dept

Authorized Orange Blossom Dealer
14460 Big Basin Way, Saratoga
"In the Village"
867.3117

BankAmericard,
diratkinal
go or Cash

1299 EL (AMINO

PEN ’TIL 94:47 ’SUNDAY
SATURDAY

6.M. TO 6 P.M.

1

YORKSHIRE,
7-5709
.:
10-5i

